Q&A for RFQ & PROPOSALS FOR A PLAYGROUND REPLACEMENT & NEW SHADE SHELTER
AT TETOTOM PARK IN ANTELOPE CALIFORNIA

1. Who is responsible for the demolition of the existing play structures, concrete removal, and drain
installation?
a. Sunrise Recreation & Park District
2. Does the bidder need to include a DSA Project number?
a. No
3. Who is responsible for installing a concrete ADA accessible walkway?
a. SRPD
4. Will the middle concrete planter and tree remain?
a. Yes
5. Should the bidder include plans for ages 2 to 5 years or only 5- to 12-year-olds?
a. SRPD is looking for a progressive playground designed in a way that does have 2-5 elements but
allows the family the choice to allow their children to move from those elements to older
elements in the same playground.
6. Has the final dimension of the space been determined?
a. Yes, please refer to the SRPD website for the latest schematic. Please be reminded that it is the
responsibility of the proposer to measure the playground for final dimensions.
7. Does SRPD prefer a certain number of play structures included in the proposal?
a. No
8. Does SRPD want all three picnic tables covered with the shade canopy?
a. Yes
b. As discussed at the walk through, the current three tables are surface mount and can be
reconfigured by SRPD staff to better fit under the shade canopy that is being proposed.
9. Will the trees in the planter box closest to the drinking fountain remain in place when the shade canopy
is installed?
a. Yes. SRPD will raise the tree canopies to not interfere with the proposed shade structure.
10. Will temporary fencing be required and if so, who is responsible for the cost?
a. SRPD will provide and pay for the temporary fencing during demolition. It will be the
responsibility of the selected company to provide and pay for the temporary fencing once they
take over the project from SRPD. It might be possible to just take over the contract for the
existing fence that SRPD has been using.
11. Is it okay for bidders to pitch ideas for new swing bays?
a. Yes, SRPD wants new swings
12. Is there an expected timeline for completion?
a. No end date as SRPD remains flexible, within reason, due to current manufacturing and shipping
delays
13. SRPD suggests bidders consider use of the open square areas for the shade structure posts, prior to
SRPD pouring concrete.
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